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The monsoon season started a little early this year. The daily rains and warmer temperatures have greened the Valley. Photographer Christoph Stopka
captured a recent storm hitting Mount Blanca last week. – Courtesy photo by Christoph Stopka. Find more of his artwork at www.christophstopka.com

Karen LeBlond celebrating 50 years in pottery and fine arts
Karen LeBlond tells a visitor to the Jewelrysmith Gallery
on West Main Street that even though she has worked for
decades she has no intention of giving up her lifelong love and
mastery of pottery. In fact, on July 9 she will observe a special
anniversary of being a renowned Colorado artist and potter for
50 years at an open house and celebration in her honor.
LeBlond has lived, worked and taught in Westcliffe
since 1992 when she and her husband came to the Valley
from the Boulder area. From the time in the 1970s when
she took classes at the Boulder Recreation Center to joining
the Boulder Potters’ Guild in the 1980s to branching out to
multiple galleries, LeBlond has developed and changed her
style from functional pottery such as dinner sets, mugs, and
quiche plates to the unique raku glaze as well as other artisan glazes that she now exhibits locally.
From 1993 to 2003 LeBlond owned and operated a retail
store on Main Street called the Westcliffe Emporium that was
an antiques and arts consignment store. She rented space to
various dealers, took in consignments, and purchased a diverse
inventory wholesale — anything from jewelry and knives to
furniture, carpets and collectables. “Within this space I also
maintained my pottery studio offering classes in wheel throwing and handbuilding. My own work was on display there in an
area that I maintained as a gallery. I also continued to supply
some galleries in Colorado with my work,” she explained.
“My enthusiasm and knowledge about pottery and raku
pottery in particular helps to get people interested in signing
up for my classes. It always amazes me how many people have
thought about taking a pottery class or have done some pottery
in school and would like to get back into it,” LeBlond said.
Expressions in Clay:
Raku pottery
Raku is a Japanese style of pottery first made during the
1580s; the practice is characterized by the removal of a clay
object from the kiln at the height of the firing and causing it to
cool very rapidly. Originally created for the tea ceremony, raku
ware is most commonly found in the form of tea bowls traditionally crafted by hand and not thrown on a potter's wheel.
Typically, wares are fired at a high temperature, and after
removing pieces from the kiln, the wares are placed in an openair container filled with combustible material, which is not a
traditional raku practice in Japan. The Western process can give
a great variety of colors and surface effects, making it very popular with studio and amateur potters.
Raku's unpredictable results and intense color attracts
modern potters. These patterns and color result from the harsh
cooling process and the amount of oxygen that is allowed to
reach the pottery. Depending on what effect the artist wants,
the pottery is either instantly cooled in water, cooled slowly
in the open air, or placed in a barrel filled with combustible
material, such as newspaper, covered, and allowed to smoke.
Water immediately cools the pottery, stopping the chemical
reactions of the glaze and fixing the colors. The combustible
material results in smoke, which stains the unglazed portions of
the pottery black. The amount of oxygen that is allowed during
the firing and cooling process affects the resulting color of the

Karen LeBlond in her new space at 106 W. Main St.
– Tribune photo by Ellen Glover
glaze and the amount of crackle.
Shimmering objects
Unlike traditional Japanese raku, which is mainly hand built
bowls of modest design, Western raku tends to be vibrant in
color, and comes in many shapes and sizes. LeBlond’s pottery
is illuminated with copper and gold banding or representative
of the Valley’s dark skies in black with white highlights like
stars. Western raku can be anything from an elegant vase, to
an eccentric abstract sculpture. Although some do hand build,
most Western potters use throwing wheels while creating their
raku piece. Western culture has even created a new sub branch
of raku called horse hair raku, which LeBlond employs and
teaches to master students. These pieces are often white with
squiggly black lines and smoke-like smudges. These effects are
created by placing horse hair, feathers, or even sugar on the
pottery as it is removed from the kiln and still extremely hot.
(See the Tribune online for more photos.)
“This horse hair firing is widely used in the American
Southwest, but it is a very spontaneous effect and much less
demanding than raku so I do it for relaxation,” she smiled.
Master classes
LeBlond is a sought after master teacher who holds special
classes at her home studio north of Westcliffe. She works in difficult glazes, which she mixes on her own, and enjoys getting
her hands into the clay to shape objects. “Currently I am working with ferric chloride vapor fuming. This is done outside the
kiln while the piece is still approximately 1500 degrees F. and
is applied with an air brush before the post firing reduction. It
creates the beautiful gold luster that seems to emit a light of its
own,” she said. “I am also inspired to construct large low relief

wall sculptures that depicts the amazing dark skies of the Wet
Mountain Valley or the beautiful rugged outdoors of the West
in color and texture captured in clay.”
Consummate Volunteer
Karen has shared her talents, time and attention for over
30 years in Custer County as a committed volunteer raising money and donating profits from juried art shows with
a number of causes. When her mother was living in Vali
Assisted Living, she worked with other potters and artists
to refurbish bathrooms for people with mobility issues and
continued to donate funds to the residence after her mother
died. When home schooled children needed art lessons, she
worked with the Sangres Art Guild to offer pottery classes at
her home studio. Other causes and organizations have benefited from her fundraising experience and diligence.
New Endeavors
“Today I am still making pottery both functional and
non-functional gallery pieces in raku and horsehair-fired. I
have a studio showroom at home; I still accept special orders;
my work is on display upstairs at Third Street Gallery; and
now I am part of Jewelrysmith Gallery showing with fine jeweler, Cheryl Swartz, at 106 West Main Street in Westcliffe. I
am looking forward to participating in the West End Artists’
Second Saturday events. I’m still teaching at my studio, Blue
Moon Pottery Ranch, but have limited it to students that have
some pottery experience, including master’s classes and special
effects raku workshops,” Karen explained.
“These classes can be anything from one to three days and
can be planned as part of a vacation. I’m still on the board of
VALI Assisted Living and chairperson of Art in Public Places
for Sangres Art Guild (SAG). Since 2020 SAG’s Art in Public
Places has displayed at Kirkpatrick Bank with art by various
members throughout the lobby, in the offices of Trent Stafford,
bank president, and the other officers.
“My most recent volunteer experience is with Historic
Beckwith Ranch. Beginning in October 2021 I joined the
effort to bring Beckwith back into the community for tours
and events. I’m helping preserve the history of the ranch and
the Beckwith family by researching and sharing information
with the public as a docent for tours of the facility and portraying one of the Beckwith family members during special
reenactment events,” she explained.
The Tribune and its readers wish Karen success as she continues to pursue her career as an accomplished potter, welcome
member of our community, and well-recognized Colorado
artist. Cheers, Karen!
On Saturday, July 9 Custer County residents are encouraged
to visit the Jewelrysmith Gallery at 106 West Main Street and
see Karen’s artwork on display, chat with her about her work
and tour the gallery that houses work by gallery owner Cheryl
Swartz and other artists. The gallery will be open from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The gallery is located next to the historic Westcliffe
train depot.
Photos of Karen’s work are online at https://wetmountaintribune.com or the Tribune’s Facebook page.
– Ellen Glover

